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Abstract—In this paper, we study parallel data access on
distributed file systems, e.g, the Hadoop file system. Our
experiments show that parallel data read requests are often
served data remotely and in an imbalanced fashion. This results
in a serious disk access and data transfer contention on certain
cluster/storage nodes. We conduct a complete analysis on how
remote and imbalanced read patterns occur and how they are
affected by the size of the cluster. We then propose a novel
method to Optimize Parallel Data Access on Distributed File
Systems referred to as Opass. The goal of Opass is to reduce
remote parallel data accesses and achieve a higher balance of
data read requests between cluster nodes. To achieve this goal,
we represent the data read requests that are issued by parallel
applications to cluster nodes as a graph data structure where
edges weights encode the demands of data locality and load
capacity. Then we propose new matching-based algorithms to
match processes to data based on the configurations of the

graph data structure so as to compute the maximum degree of
data locality and balanced access. Our proposed method can
benefit parallel data-intensive analysis with various parallel
data access strategies. Experiments are conducted on PRObEs
Marmot 128-node cluster testbed and the results from both
benchmark and well-known parallel applications show the
performance benefits and scalability of Opass.

Keywords-Parallel Data Access; Distributed File Systems;
Bipartite Matching;

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth of scientific information and

simulation data [17], applications in analysis/visualization

require more time than ever before. Parallel computing

techniques [16] speed up the performance of these ap-

plications by exploiting the inherent parallelism in data

mining/rendering algorithms [6]. Commonly used parallel

strategies [6] in data analysis include independent paral-

lelism, task parallelism, and single program, multiple data

(SPMD) parallelism, which allow a set of processes to

execute in parallel algorithms on partitions of the dataset.

The de facto standard of parallel computing for decades has

been the MPI programming model [20]. In this paper, we

refer to each operator on data partitions as a data processing

task. We specifically refer to parallel data analysis as the

set of parallel processes running simultaneously to perform

the tasks and terminating at the end of analysis.

Conventionally, in parallel data analysis, multiple pro-
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(b) I/O execution times

Figure 1: The imbalance data served on 64 nodes cause the

I/O operation times to vary.

cesses running on different cluster nodes share a separate

dedicated storage system. Once a data processing task is

scheduled to a process, the data will be transferred from

the shared storage to the process. However, in today’s

big data era, large amounts of data movement over the

shared network could incur an extra overhead during parallel

execution, especially during iterative data analysis, which

involves moving data from storage to processes repeatedly.

Distributed file systems [10], such as GFS, HDFS, QFS

or Ceph, could be directly deployed on the disks of cluster

nodes [11] to reduce data movement. When storing a data

set, distributed file systems will usually divide the data into

smaller chunk files and randomly distribute them with several

identical copies (for the sake of reliability). When retrieving

data from HDFS, a client process will first attempt to read

the data from the disk that it is running on, referred to as data

locality access. If the required data is not on the local disk,

the process will then read from another node that contains

the required data. In this paper, the data read requests from

the parallel processes are referred as parallel data requests.

Unfortunately, most parallel data requests will be served

remotely due to the lack of consideration of data distribution

in HDFS and the task assignment among parallel processes.

These remote data requests can cause a serious imbalance

of data access on the cluster nodes [8]. We will theoretically

analyze how these remote and imbalanced read patterns

occur and how they are affected by the size of the cluster

in Section III.

To demonstrate this problem, we launch an MPI-based

application running with parallel processes on a 64-node

cluster to read a data set, which contains 128 chunks,
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each around 64 MB. Detailed configurations are presented

in Section V. Ideally, each node should serve 2 chunks.

However, the execution results in Figure 1(a) show that

some nodes, for instance node-43, serve more than 6 chunks

while some node serve none. On the nodes serving multiple

chunk files, the read requests from different processes will

compete for shared resources such as hard disk head and

network bandwidth. Figure 1(b) shows that the read times

vary greatly. Because of this, the overall execution time

will be prolonged due to the synchronization requirements

in parallel execution. In reality, the I/O performance could

be further degraded as the size of the cluster and the data

increase.

A great deal of research has been proposed to use the

Hadoop system for parallel data processing. Garth [8] and

Sun [15] proposed methods to allow MPI-based programs

to write data, in parallel, into HDFS and achieve high I/O

performance. To efficiently organize scientific data in HDFS,

Sci-Hadoop [5] is proposed to allow scientists to specify

logical queries over scientific data models. MRAP [19] is

proposed to reconstruct scientific/parallel data according to

data access patterns to assist data processing in Hadoop

system. Yarn [21], the new generation of Hadoop system,

supports both MPI programs and MapReduce workloads.

However, these efforts mainly focus on organizing or writing

parallel/scientific data in HDFS, and lack a complete analy-

sis and a systematic method for parallel data read access on

HDFS.

The main challenge associated with parallel read access

is finding an assignment of processes to tasks, such that

the maximum amount of data can be read locally in a

balanced fashion, while also adhering to the constraints of

data distribution in HDFS and the load balance requirements

of each parallel process. This is complicated by the fact

that, 1) Parallel processes usually need to be assigned an

equal number of tasks so as to maximize the utilization of

resources. 2) Data in HDFS is not evenly distributed on the

cluster nodes, which implies that some processes have more

local data than others. 3) If an application were to require

multiple data inputs, the inputs needed by a task may be

stored on multiple nodes.

In this paper, we first present a systematic analysis for

parallel data read access on distribution file systems. We then

propose novel matching-based algorithms for optimizing

parallel read access. Our goal is to reduce remote data

accesses on HDFS for parallel data analysis and thus achieve

a higher balance of data read requests between cluster

nodes. To achieve this goal, we retrieve the data layout

information from the underlying distributed file system and

model the assignment of processes to data as a one-to-

many matching in a Bipartite Matching Graph. We then

use the matching-based algorithms to compute a solution

that enables parallel data access to be served on HDFS in a

local and balanced fashion. Moreover, we demonstrate how

to adopt our method to optimize the dynamic data requests

in heterogeneous environments such as mpiBLAST [17]. We

evaluate our proposed method on both benchmark and well-

known parallel applications. The evaluation results confirm

the performance and scalability benefits of Opass.

We organize our paper as follows: Section II discuss-

es background and challenges in parallel data access on

distributed file systems. Section III formally describes the

severity of problems associated with parallel data access.

Section IV introduces our design and methodology. Sec-

tion V shows experimental results and analysis. Section VI

discusses related work and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first discuss how parallel applications

can access data from distributed file systems, e.g, HDFS.

We then briefly describe challenges associated with parallel

data access on the file systems.

A. The Hadoop File System and Parallel Data access

Parallel Data Access on Distributed File Systems: The

Hadoop file system can allow parallel programs to access

data by using its libHDFS library [1, 18]. Currently, there

are two methods that has been implemented to access data

from HDFS. The first is to include hdfs.h and use Hadoop

C/C++ API (libhdfs.so). The I/O interface, like hdfsread and

hdfswrite, will be used to read/write data from/to HDFS.

Another method is to use an I/O virtual translation layer to

translate the parallel I/O operations, e.g POSIX I/O or MPI-

I/O, into hdfs I/O operations [8, 23] during data access. In

the following experiments, we use the first method to access

data in HDFS unless otherwise specified.

Data locality: Data locality access [9, 14, 22] is an

important technique used for shortening data access time,

as it can reduce network contention and data transfer time.

This technique could significantly expedite data analysis

with large amounts of data as input. For instance, the time

for tasks to execute remotely could be more than 2X slower

than to execute locally [24, 25, 23]. However, as shown in

Figure 1, most parallel data requests will be served remotely.

We discuss the parallel data access associated with specific

applications in next section.

B. Applications with Parallel Data Access

Parallel applications such Paraview [3] usually assign data

processing tasks to parallel processes during initialization.

These processes can simultaneously issue a large number of

data read requests to file systems due to the synchronization

requirement [20, 6]. We specifically discuss two parallel data

access challenges in parallel data analysis.

Parallel Single-Data Access: Most applications based

on SPMD or independent parallelism employ static data

assignment methods, which partition input data into indepen-

dent operators/tasks, with each process working on different
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Figure 2: The left figure shows the contention of parallel data

requests on replica-based data storage. The right figure shows

an example of parallel tasks with multiple parallel data inputs.

data partitions. A typical example is Paraview [3]. Paraview

employs data servers to read files from storage. To process

a large dataset, the data servers, running in parallel, read a

meta-file, which lists a series of data files. Then, each data

server will compute their own part of the data assignment

according to the number of data files, number of server

parallel processes, and their own process rank. For instance,

the indices of files assigned to a process i are in the interval:[
i× # of files

# of process
, (i+ 1)× # of files

# of process

)
The processes read the data in parallel and process data

through the pipeline to be rendered. With the data stored

in HDFS, a process will read the data from its local disk

if its required data is on that disk, or from another remote

node that contains the required data. Unfortunately, such a

read strategy in HDFS in combination with data assignment

methods from applications can cause some cluster nodes

to serve more data requests than others. For the example

shown in Figure 2(left), three processes can read three data

chunks from Node 0 and no process will read data from

Node 1, resulting in a lower parallelism utilization of cluster

nodes/disks.

Parallel Multi-Data Access: In certain situations, a single

task could have multiple datasets as input e.g. when the data

are categorized into different subsets, such as with the gene

datasets of species [12]. For instance, to compare the genome

sequences of humans, mice and chimpanzees, a single task

needs to read three inputs, as shown in Figure 2(right).

These inputs may be stored on different cluster nodes and,

without consideration of data distribution, their data requests

could cause some storage nodes to suffer a contention, thus

degrading the execution performance.

III. MOTIVATIONS AND THEROITICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we will formally discuss the severity of the

problem for parallel read access on distributed file systems.

A. Remote Access Pattern Analysis

Assume a set of parallel processes are launched on an m-

node cluster with an r-way replication storage architecture

to analyze a dataset consisting of n chunks and they are

randomly assigned to processes, the probability of reading
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Figure 3: CDF of the number of chunks read locally. The

cluster size, m, changes from 64 to 512.

a chunk locally is r/m (r out of m cluster nodes has the

copy). Let X be the random variable denoting the number

of files read locally, X has a Binomial Distribution and its

cumulative distribution function is

P (X ≤ k) =

k∑
i=0

(
n

i

)( r

m

)i (
1−

r

m

)n−i

By default, r is equal to 3 in HDFS. Given a 32G dataset

consisting of 512 chunks, in Figure 3, we plot the cumulative

distribution function of X for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., 20 with cluster

sizes of 64, 128, 256 and 512. The probability of reading

more than 5 chunks locally is

P (X > 5)|m=64 = 1− P (X ≤ 5)|m=64 = 81.09%,

P (X > 5)|m=128 = 1− P (X ≤ 5)|m=128 = 21.43%,

P (X > 5)|m=256 = 1− P (X ≤ 5)|m=256 = 1.64%,

P (X > 5)|m=512 = 1− P (X ≤ 5)|m=512 = 0.46%

We see that the probability of reading data locally ex-

ponentially decreases as the size of the cluster increases.

Furthermore, with a cluster size m = 128, the probability

of reading more than 9 chunks locally is about 2%. This

implies that almost all data will be accessed remotely in a

large cluster.

B. Imbalanced Access Pattern Analysis

When a chunk must be accessed remotely, the cluster

node to serve the data request is chosen from the nodes

which contain the required chunk. We assume that these

nodes have an equal probability of being chosen to serve the

data request. We will show how this policy will result in an

imbalance of read access patterns. For a given storage node

nj , let Z be the random variable denoting the number of

chunks served by nj and Y be the number of chunks on nj .

By default, data are randomly distributed within HDFS, so

the probability of the node nj containing a certain chunk is

r/m. Thus, the probability that nj contains exactly a chunks

is

P (Y = a) =

(
n

a

)( r

m

)a (
1−

r

m

)n−a

Based on the observation in Remote Access Pattern Analysis,

we can assume that almost all data requests served by nj are

remote requests. For any chunk on nj , the probability of the
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process requesting that chunk being served by nj is 1/r.

Given that nj contains exactly a chunks, the conditional

probability P (Z ≤ k|Y = a) is a Binomial cumulative

distribution function, and according to the Law of Total

Probability, the probability that nj will serve at most k
chunks is

P (Z ≤ k) =

n∑
a=0

P (Z ≤ k|Y = a) P (Y = a)

=

n∑
a=0

(
k∑

i=0

(
a

i

)(
1

r

)i (
1−

1

r

)a−i
)
P (Y = a)

Given r = 3, n = 512, and m = 128, the expected

number of nodes serving at most 1 chunk is 512× P (Z ≤
1) = 11 while the expected number of nodes serving more

than 8 chunks is 512 × (1 − P (z ≤ 8)) = 6, which

implies that some storage nodes will serve more than 8X the

number of chunk requests as others. On the nodes serving

8 chunks, the read requests from different processes will

compete for the hard disk head and network bandwidth,

while the nodes serving 1 chunk will be idle for a long time

waiting for synchronization. The imbalanced data access

patterns will result in inefficiency in parallel use of storage

nodes/disks and hence a low I/O performance. This confirms

the observation shown in Figure 1.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF OPASS

In this section, we first retrieve the data distribution infor-

mation from the underlying distributed file system and build

the processes to data matching with locality relationship in

Section IV-A. We then find a matching from processes to

data through matching based algorithms with the constraints

of locality and load balance. Finally, we apply Opass to

dynamic parallel data access in heterogeneous environments

in Section IV-D.

A. Encoding Process to Data Matching

Figure 4: A bipartite matching example of processes and

chunk files.

Based on the data read policy in HDFS and our analysis

in Section III, we can allow parallel data read requests to be

served in a balanced way through maximizing the degree

of data locality access. To achieve this, we retrieve data

distribution information from storage and build the locality
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Figure 5: The matching-based process-to-file configuration

for Single-Data Access in equal-data assignment. Each data

processing task has only one input.

relationship between processes and chunk files, where the

chunk files will be associated with data processing oper-

ators/tasks according to different parallel applications, as

discussed in Section IV-B and IV-C. The locality relationship

is represented as a Bipartite Matching Graph G = (P, F,E),
where P = {p0, p1, ..., pn} and F = {f0, f1, ..., fm}
are the vertices representing the processes and chunk files

respectively and E ⊂ P × F is the set of edges between

P and F . Each edge connecting some pi ∈ P and some

fj ∈ F is configured with a capacity equal to the amount

of data associated with fj that can be accessed locally by

pi. If there is no data associated with fj that is co-located

with pi, no edge will be added between the two vertices.

There may be several processes co-located with a chunk

since the data set have several copies stored on different

cluster nodes. We show a bipartite matching example in

Figure 4. The vertices on the bottom represent processes,

while those on the top represent chunk files. Each edge

indicates that a chunk file and a process are co-located on a

cluster node. To achieve a high degree of data locality access,

we need to find a one-to-many matching that contains the

largest number of edges. We define a matching in which all

of the needed data are assigned to co-located processes as a

full matching.

B. Optimization of Parallel Single-Data Access

In general, the overall execution time for parallel data

analysis will be decided by the longest running process. As

mentioned in Section II, applications such as Paraview use

a static data assignment method to assign processes with an

equal amount of data files so as to adhere to load balancing

considerations. Also, each data processing task takes only

one data input and we refer it as Single-data Access. We

can encode this type of matching problem as a flow network
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Figure 6: The process-to-data matching example for Multi-data Assignment.

as shown in Figure 5.

Assume that we have m parallel processes to process n
chunk files, each will be processed only once. First, two

vertices, s, t /∈ P
⋃

F , are added to the process to file

matching graph. Then, m edges, each connecting s and a

vertex in P are added with equal capacity TotalSize/m,

where TotalSize is the net size of all data to be processed.

Next, edges are added between processes and tasks, each

with capacity of the file size. Finally, n edges, each con-

necting a vertex in F with t, are added, each has a capacity

equal to the size of the file that it connects to t. With data

stored in HDFS, the file size is equal to or smaller than the

setting of the chunk size (by default 64M).

In order to achieve a maximum amount of local data

reads, we employ the standard max-flow algorithm, Ford-

Fulkerson [7], to compute the largest flow from s to t.
The algorithm will iterate many times. In each iteration it

increases the number of tasks/files assigned to processes.

With the use of flow-augmenting paths [7], if a task t has

been assigned to process i, but the overall size the graph’s

maximum matching could be increased by matching t with

another process j, the assignment of t to i will be canceled

and t is reassigned to j. Such a cancellation policy enables

the assignments of processes on tasks to be optimal. The

formal proof can be found in [7]. The complexity of our

implementation of task assignment is O(nE), where n is the

number of files and E is the number of edges in Figure 4.

We briefly discuss the maximum matching achieved

through the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. A maximum match-

ing is defined as a matching of processes and files with

the greatest possible number of edges satisfying the flow

capacity constraint. In an ideal situation in which data is

evenly distributed within the cluster nodes, a full-matching is

achieved. However, in HDFS, there are cases that can cause

the data distribution to be unbalanced. For instance, node

addition or removal could cause an unbalanced redistribution

of data. Because of this, the maximum matching achieved

through the flow-based method may be not a full matching,

which implies that some processes are assigned less than

TotalSize/m of data. To rectify this, we randomly assign

unmatched tasks to each such process until all processes are

matched to TotalSize/m of data.

C. Optimization of Parallel Multi-data Access

For a single task with multiple data inputs as shown in

Figure 2(right), the inputs may be placed on multiple nodes,

which implies that some of the data associated with a given

task may be local to the process assigned to that task and

some may be remote. Because of this, tasks with multiple

inputs will complicate the matching of processes to data.

Such a matching problem is related to the stable marriage

problem, which however only deals with one-to-one match-

ing [7]. In this section, we propose a novel matching-based

algorithm for this type of parallel data access.

Our algorithm aims to associate each process with data

processing tasks such that a large amount of data can be

read locally. To achieve this, we use the matching infor-

mation obtained in Section IV-A, as shown in Figure 4 to

find co-located data between tasks and parallel processes.

Figure 6(a) shows a table that records the tasks, processes,

and the size of the data that is co-located between them.

We then assign each processes with the equal number of

tasks for parallel execution. Based on the co-located data

information, we assign tasks to processes such that a task

with a large amount data co-located with a process will

have a high assignment priority to that process. For instance,

task t4 has the highest priority to be assigned to process P0

because there is 40 MB of data associated with t4 that can

be accessed locally by P0. We also allow a task to cancel

its current assignment and be reassigned to a new process

if that task is associated with more data co-located with

the new process than it’s current process. Figure 6(b) shows

a re-assignment event happening on task t5. t5 is already

assigned to p2, however when p3 begins to choose its first

task, we find that t5 and p3 should a better matching as it

has a larger matching value, and we cancel the assignment

for p2 on t5 and reassign t5 to p3.

The method is detailed in Algorithm 1. Assume that we

have a set of n tasks T = {t0, t1, ..., tn−1} and a set of m
parallel processes P = {p0, p1, ..., pm−1}. Each process will

be assigned n/m tasks for parallel execution. First, through

the matching information in Figure 4, we can obtain the
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local data d(pi) for each parallel process i, as well as the

data d(tj) needed by each task j. The output of Algorithm 1

consists of the tasks assigned to each process i, denoted as

T (pi). Similar to the stable marriage problem, our algorithm

achieves the optimal matching value from the perspective of

each process.

Algorithm 1 Matching-based Algorithm for Tasks with

Multi-data Inputs

1: Let d(P ) = {d(p0), d(p1), ..., d(pm−1)} be the set of

local data associated with each process.

2: Let T = {t0, t1, ..., tn−1} be the set of data opera-

tors/tasks.

3: Let d(T ) = {d(t0), d(t1), ..., d(tn−1)} be the set of data

associated with each data operator/task.

4: Let T (pi) be the set of tasks assigned to process i.
Steps:

5: mj
i = |d(pi)

⋂
d(tj)| // the matching size of co-located

data for process i and task j
6: while ∃pk : |T (Px)| < n/m do

7: Find tx whom pk has not yet considered as assign-

ment and x = max
x

(mx
k)

8: if tx has not been assigned then

9: Assign tx to process k
10: else // tx is already assigned to pl
11: if mx

l < mx
k then

12: Add tx to T (pk)
13: Remove tx from T (pl)
14: end if

15: end if

16: Record tx has been considered as assignment to Pk

17: end while

To begin with, we compute the amount of co-located data

associated with each task and each process and encode these

values as the matching values between them. Then, if there

exists a process pk that is assigned less than n/m tasks, we

will find a task tx with the highest matching value to pk
which has not yet been considered as an assignment by pk.

If tx has not been assigned to any other process, we assign

tx to process pk. However, if tx is already assigned to some

other process pl, we compare the matching values between

tx and pl and between tx and pk. If a greater matching value

can be achieved by assigning tx to pk, we will reassign tx
to pk. Finally, we mark tx as a task that has already been

considered by pk as an assignment. In the worst case, a

process could consider all of the tasks as its assignment,

thus the complexity of our algorithm is O(m · n), where m
is number of processes and n is the number of tasks.

D. Opass for Dynamic Parallel Data Access

For irregular computation patterns such as gene compari-

son, the execution times of data processing tasks could vary

greatly and are difficult to predict according to the input

data [17]. To address this problem, applications such as mpi-

BLAST [17] usually combine task parallelism and SPMD

parallelism by adopting a master process that controls and

assigns tasks to slave processes, which will run in parallel to

execute data analysis. This can allow for a better load bal-

ance in the heterogeneous computing environment. However,

since the task assignments made by master processes do

not consider the data distribution in the underlying storage,

data requests from different processes could also encounter

a contention on some storage nodes. In this seciton, we will

demonstrate how to adopt our proposed methods to enable

the parallel application with dynamic data assignment to

benefit from locality access.

Before actual execution, we assume that each process will

process the same amount of data. The scheduler process

employs our matching based algorithms to compute an

assignment A∗ for each slave process, and will assign tasks

to slave processes during execution using the assignment A∗
as a guideline. The main steps involved are as follows.

1) Before execution, the scheduler process calls our

matching based algorithm to obtain a list of task

assignments for each slave process i, denoted as Li.

2) When process i is idle and Li is not empty, the

scheduler process removes a task from the list Li and

assigns that task to the process i.
3) When a process i is idle and the list Li is empty,

we pick a task tx from Lk, where Lk is the longest

remaining list and the task tx in Lk has the largest

co-located data size with process i. We assign task tx
to process i and remove tx from Lk.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have conducted a comprehensive testing of Opass

on both benchmark applications and well-known parallel

applications on Marmot. Marmot is a cluster of the PRObE

on-site project [11] that is housed at CMU in Pittsburgh.

The system has 128 nodes / 256 cores and each node in the

cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16GB of

memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and a 2TB Western Digital SATA

disk drive. For our experiments, all nodes are connected to

the same switch.

On Marmot, MPICH [1.4.1] is installed as parallel

programming framework on all compute nodes running

CentOS55-64 with kernel 2.6. The Hadoop distributed file

system (HDFS) is configured as follows: one node for the

NameNode/JobTracker, one node for the secondary NameN-

ode, and other cluster nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker.

HDFS is configured as normal with 3-way replication and

the size of a chunk file is set as 64 MB. When reading

data, the client will attempt to read from a local disk. If the

required data is not on a local disk, the client will read data

from another node that is chosen at random.
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(a) Access data from HDFS w/o Opass.
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(b) Access data from HDFS with Opass.
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(c) I/O time On a 64-node cluster.

Figure 7: I/O times comparison on Parallel Single-Data Access
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(a) Access patterns on HDFS w/o Opass.
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(b) Access patterns on HDFS with Opass.
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(c) Access patterns On a 64-node cluster.

Figure 8: Access patterns comparison on Parallel Single-Data Access

A. Opass Evaluation

1) Evaluating Opass on Parallel Single-Data Access: To

test Opass on applications that implement the equal data

assignment method, we instruct parallel processes to read

a dataset from HDFS via two methods. The first method,

in which the data assignment of each process is mainly

decided by its process rank, is used by ParaView as shown

in Section II. The second method is our proposed method:

Opass. Our test dataset contains approximately ten chunk

files for every process. Note that this is an arbitrary ratio

that could be changed without affecting the performance of

Opass. We record the I/O time taken to read each chunk file

and we show the comparison of three metrics, the average

I/O time taken to read all chunk files, the maximum I/O time

and the minimum I/O time in Figure 7.

As we can see in Figure 7(a), without the implementa-

tion of Opass, the I/O time becomes more varied as the

cluster size increases. For instance, on a 16-node cluster,

the maximum I/O time to read a chunk file is 9X that of

the minimum. However, on an 80-node cluster, this value

becomes 21X. Moreover, the maximum I/O time increases

dramatically while the minimum I/O time remains relatively

constant. This is not desirable for parallel programs, since

the longest operation will prolong the overall execution.

With the use of Opass, as shown in Figure 7(b), the I/O

performance remains relatively constant as the cluster size

scales, with an average I/O time of around 0.9 seconds. We

attribute this improvement to the fact that without the use

of Opass, more than 90% of the data are accessed remotely.

The detailed analysis will be presented along with Figure 8.

To gain further insight into the I/O time distribution, we

plot the I/O time taken to read every chunk on a 64-node

cluster, which contains 640 chunks and the size of each

chunk is approximately 64 MB. The execution results are

shown in Figure 7(c). The figure shows that without the

use of Opass, the I/O time increases dramatically after the

initiation of the execution. This is due to the fact that as

the application runs, an increasing number of data requests

are issued from parallel processes to storage, which causes

contention on disks and the network transfer on some storage

nodes. In contrast, with the use of Opass, the I/O time during

the entire execution is approximately one to two seconds. In

all, the average I/O operation time with the use of Opass is

a quarter of that without Opass.

To study the balance of data access between cluster nodes,

we implement a monitor to record the amount of data served

by each storage node. We show the comparison of three

metrics in Figure 8: the average amount of data served by

each node as well as the maximum and minimum amount of

data served by a node. As we can see from Figure 8(a), the

imbalance of data access becomes more serious as the size

of the cluster increases. For instance, on an 80-node cluster,

the maximum amount of data served by a node is 1500 MB

while the minimum is 64 MB.

We also plot the amount of data served by each node on

a 64 node cluster in Figure 8(c). We find that the amount of

data served per node varies greatly with the use of the static

assignment. Some nodes, such as node-44, serve more than

1400 MB of data while some node serves 64 MB. Such an

imbalance will cause the disk head to become a bottleneck,

and thus the I/O read time could increase, as shown in

Figure 7. This also confirms our analysis in Section III. In
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Figure 9: I/O times of tasks with multiple

inputs on a 64-node cluster.
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Figure 10: Access patterns of multi-

inputs on a 64-node cluster.
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Figure 11: I/O times of dynamic data

assignment on a 64-node cluster.

contrast, with the use of Opass, every storage node serves

approximately 640 MB.

2) Evaluating Opass on Parallel Multi-Data Access: We

conduct experiments to test parallel tasks with multi-data

inputs. Each task includes three inputs, one 30 MB data

input, one 20 MB input, and one 10 MB input. These three

inputs belong to three different data sets. Again, we evaluate

two assignment methods, the default assignment method and

Opass, on a 64 node cluster containing 640 chunk files. We

record the I/O time taken to read each chunk file and plot the

data in Figure 9. The improvement of Opass in this test is

not as great as that in Figure 7(c). This is because each task

involves several data inputs that are distributed throughout

the cluster; therefore, to execute a task, part of data must

be read remotely. In all, the average time cost on each I/O

operation is 2 times less than that with the use of the default

dynamic assignment method.

We also record the the amount of data served by every

node on the cluster and plot the results in Figure 10. While

the balance of data access between nodes is improved with

the use of opass, the change is not nearly as dramatic as

with the equal data assignment and dynamic data assignment

tests. Because the three inputs needed by a task are not

always found on that task’s local disk, Opass will not be able

to optimize all of the data assignments and some processes

will read data remotely.

3) Evaluating Opass on Dynamic Parallel Data Access:

For the dynamic data access tests, we allow a master process

to control the task assignments with an architecture similar

to that of mpiBLAST [17]. The master process assigns tasks

to slave process, which access data from storage nodes

and issue data requests via a random policy to simulate

the irregular computation patterns in parallel computing.

As with the Equal data assignment test, we evaluate two

assignment methods on a 64 node cluster containing 640

chunk files. The first method is the default dynamic data

assignment and the second is Opass. The execution results

are shown in Figure 11. The results obtained from these tests

are similar to those of the equal data assignment tests shown

in Figure 7(c). For the execution with the use of Opass, the

average time on each I/O operation is 2.7 times less than

with use of the default dynamic assignment method.

B. Evaluating ParaView with Opass

We also conduct experiments to test our Opass on real

parallel application, ParaView. In our tests, ParaView 3.14

was installed on all nodes in the cluster. To enable off-

screen rendering, ParaView made use of the Mesa 3D graph-

ics library version [7.7.1]. Opass is incorporated on VTK

MultiBlock datasets reader for the data task assignment. A

multi-block dataset is a series of sub datasets, together they

represent an assembly of parts or a collection of meshes.

To deal with MultiBlock datasets, a meta-file is read as

an index file, which points to a series of VTK XML data

files constituting the subsets. The series of data files are

either PolyData, ImageData, RectilinearGrid, Unstructured-

Grid or StructuredGrid. Specifically, Opass is added into

the vtkXMLCompositeDataReader class and called in the

function ReadXMLData(), which assigns the data pieces

to each data server after processing the meta-file. Through

Opass, each data server process can receive the proper

task assignment with it’s associated data locally accessible.

For our test data we use the Macromolecular datasets that

was obtained from a Protein Data Bank [2]. The processed

output of these protein datasets are polygonal images. In

our test, we take each dataset as a time step and convert

it to a subset of ParaView’s MultiBlock file. Due to the

cost of downloading multiple datasets to the test system,

we duplicate some datasets with a small revision and save

them as new datasets in “binary” mode. For each rendering,

64 datasets were selected from 640 datasets. As a result,

our test set was approximately 26 GB in total size and 3.8

GB per rendering step. We use a python script to set up

the visualization environment and needed filters to create a

reproducible test. The script was submitted to the ParaView

server via the provided pvbatch utility to produce a test.

Figure 12 shows the traces of the request time for each call

into vtkFileSeriesReader on a 64-node cluster on marmot.

Each I/O operation performs operations on data about 56 M-

B in size. Without Opass, ParaView, in certain instances, is

able to achieve very low read times with the fastest time of

2.63 seconds. However, these instances of quick access are

negated by the instances where data is not locally available

and must be fetched remotely. Overall ParaView achieves an

average read time of 5.48 seconds with a standard deviation
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Figure 12: Trace of time taken for each call to vtkFileSeries-

Reader with and without Opass supported ParaView.

of 1.339. With Opass, ParaView consistently achieves low

read times, with a few outliers in which an I/O operation

read time was above usual. Opass achieves an average read

time of 3.07 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.316.

We run the tests 5 times and the average execution time

of Paraview with Opass is around 98 second while that of

Paraview without Opass is around 167 seconds. This shows

that the varied I/O time prolongs the overall execution.

C. Efficiency and Overhead Discussion

1) Efficiency of Opass: With the comparison of Fig-

ure 7(c), 9, and 11, we find that the improvements of I/O

time and data access balance vary between the three tests.

This is due to the different I/O requirement for different par-

allelism. For multiple data inputs, parallel processes need to

access part of the data remotely. Thus, the I/O performance

improvements are not as great. We can conclude that if a data

processing task involves too many inputs, our method may

not work as well and data reconstruction/redistribution [19]

may be needed. Data reconstruction or redistribution is

beyond the scope of this paper.

Since Opass does not modify the design of HDFS, HDFS

still control how the data requests should be served. Unlike a

supercomputer platform, clusters are usually shared by mul-

tiple applications. Thus, Opass may not greatly enhance the

performance of parallel data requests due to the adjustment

of HDFS. However, Opass allows the parallel data requests

to be served in an optimized way as long as the cluster nodes

have the capability to deliver data in the fashion of locality

and balance.

2) Scalability: With our current experimental settings, we

found that the overhead created by the matching method

was less than 1% of the overhead involved with accessing

the whole dataset. However, as the problem size becomes

extremely large, the matching method may not be scalable.

We leave this problem as a future work, since the scheduling

scalability issue is less important compared to the actual data

movement. For instance, in our test, reading a single chunk

file remotely could take more than 2 seconds, the worst case

being 12 seconds. With the use of our method, each file read

request could be in finished around 1 second, and thus the

overall performance could be greatly improved. Also, many

study [14, 25] shows that scheduling scalability is not an

critical issue for data-analysis applications.

VI. RELATED WORKS

Distributed file systems are ever-increasing in popularity

for data-intensive analysis. HDFS is an open source imple-

mentation of the Google File System. Many researches have

been proposed to use the Hadoop system for parallel data

processing. Garth [8] and Sun [15] propose methods to write

parallel data into HDFS and achieve high I/O performance.

MRAP [19] is proposed to reconstruct scientific data accord-

ing to data access patterns to assist data processing using

Hadoop system. Sci-Hadoop [5] allows scientists to specify

logical queries over array-based data models. VisIO [18]

and SLAM [23] obtain high I/O performance for ultra-scale

visualization with using HDFS. The aforementioned meth-

ods work in different ways than Opass, which systematically

studies the problem of parallel data read access on HDFS

and solve the remote and imbalanced data read using novel

matching based algorithms.

There are scheduling methods and platforms to improve

data locality computation. Delay scheduling [25] allows

tasks to wait for a small amount of time for achieving

locality computation. Quincy [14] is proposed to schedule

concurrent distributed jobs with fine-grain resource sharing.

Yarn [21], the new generation of Hadoop system, supports

both MPI programs and MapReduce workloads. Mesos [13]

is a platform for sharing commodity clusters between MPI

and Hadoop jobs and guarantees performance isolation for

these two parallel execution frameworks. These methods

mainly focus on managing or scheduling the distributed

cluster resources and our method is orthogonal to them,

which allows parallel data read requests to be served in a

balanced and locality-aware fashion on HDFS.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the problems of parallel

data access on distribution file system. Due to the lack

of consideration of data distribution and access in HDFS,

parallel data requests are often served in an imbalanced

and remote fashion, resulting in I/O contention on some

storage nodes. To address this problem, we model the data

requests as a one to many bipartite matching problem and

propose novel matching based algorithms for optimizing

parallel data access. With the use of our method (Opass),

parallel data requests can be served such that they benefit

from locality and balanced access and thus achieve high

I/O performance. We conduct comprehensive experiments

for different parallel data access strategies on PRObEs

Marmot and the experimental results show the scalability

and performance of Opass.
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